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Abstract—The aim of the present work is the description of the 

commonly known Malus law as the interference of two waves. We have 

proposed two cases: interference of two waves with different intensities 

and equal phases and interference of two waves with different phases 

and equal intensities. The first case can be realized by decomposition of 

the polarization state of the light incident on the analyzer into the base 

of linearly polarized waves. In the second case, the base of circularly 

polarized waves should be chosen. This last option allows applying a 

geometric phase concept to the Malus law. 

 

 

The proof of the wave nature of light is a series of 

phenomena that can be explained only on the assumption 

that light is an electromagnetic wave. These phenomena 

include diffraction, interference and polarization. While 

diffraction and interference are often treated as linked 

together (in fact, diffraction is observed by the 

interference of waves, according to the Huygens - Fresnel 

principle) polarization is treated as a separate class, 

resulting not only from the treatment of light as a wave, 

but also the assumption that light is a transverse wave. 

The authors of this study believe that polarization can also 

be observed because of interference. In principle, waves 

interfere when they have the same states of polarization. If 

we want to cause interference of waves of different 

polarization states (for example eigenwaves of 

birefringent medium), we have to put the analyzer at the 

end of a measurement system. In our approach this 

element analyzes the light exactly by interference of its 

components. That is the description used in this paper 

with reference to the Malus law.  

In the simplest version, for two ideal linear polarizers, 

Malus law states that the intensity of the light after passing 

through the setup (polarizer + analyzer) is proportional to 

the square cosine functions of the difference between the 

first polarizer (αP) and analyzer (αA) eigenvectors’ azimuth 

angles: 

 PAoutI   2cos .      (1) 

In the classic approach such a change of the outcoming 

light intensity is explained by the analyzers attenuation. 

On the other hand, the square cosine dependence of the 

output light beam intensity in Eq. (1) seems a typical 
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element of all interferometric formulas where the cosine 

function argument (here: PA   ) serves as the phase 

difference between two interfering waves. 

The phase difference between two interfering light 

beams may arise due to two reasons. Firstly, some optical 

elements can introduce their "own" phase shift as, for 

example, retardation plates used in anisotropic media 

optics. Secondly, the mutual orientation of optical 

elements can introduce another kind of phase, called 

geometrical. Since this cosine function argument in Malus 

law depends on mutual orientation of a polarizer and an 

analyzer, it can be considered to be a geometrical phase. 

Let us describe the experiment in which the interference 

nature of Malus Law is easy to observe (Fig. 1). We have 

used the special construction called a spatial polarizer 

which allows generation of spatially varying polarization 

state distribution: linearly polarized lights with the 

continuous change of the azimuth angle. Placing an linear 

analyzer on such light’s way, one can observe variable 

light intensity distribution in accordance with Eq. (1) 

(constant αA and spatially changeable αP).  

 

  
 

Fig. 1. Malus Law experiment with spatial polarizer: fringe movement 

caused by rotation of the analyzer similar to observed in interferometric 

experiments: a) analyzer with the azimuth angle αA=0o and b) analyzer 

rotated to azimuth angle αA=45o. 

Due to the specific construction of our spatial polarizer, 

this intensity distribution forms a set of parallel fringes. 

Rotating the analyzer causes the shift of the fringes set – 

the same shift, commonly observed in many 

interferometric experiments, which is always interpreted 

as a result of changes in the relative phase (phase shift) 

Malus Law in terms of the geometric phase 
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between two (or more) interfering waves. This might be a 

good starting point for supposing that the light intensity 

calculated with Malus Law can actually be treated as a 

result of interference thus making it possible to find the 

desired phase shift which we postulate as being 

geometrical. 

 

Let us describe the above-mentioned Malus Law 

experiment formally using the Jones vector formalism.
 

The Jones vector EP of the light emerging from the 

polarizer can be written as: 

 

 PPP  sin,cosE  (2)  (2)  (2) 

This equation means, in fact, that vector PE  is 

represented in linear base consisting of two versors: 

 0,1ˆ H  (x-axis, horizontal) and  1,0ˆ V  (y-axis, 

vertical) and can be formally written as: 

 

PVPHPP

PPP

EEVH

VVEHHEE





ˆsinˆcos

ˆˆ,ˆˆ,



         (3) 

 

where PHE  and PVE  denote the horizontal and vertical 

components of PE  vector, and HE ˆ,P
 denotes a scalar 

product of proper vectors. According to Malus Law the 

Jones vector outE  of the light outcoming from the 

analyzer should be written as: 

 

 AE PAout   cos             (4) 

 

and can be formally written as the projection of the Jones 

vector PE  onto the analyzer first "transmission" 

eigenvector A  (the second eigenvector is fully 

attenuated):  

 

AAEE ,Pout  .              (5) 

 

Inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (5) one can obtain the 

following formula:  

 

   

outVoutH

APAPout

EE

AAE



  sinsincoscos
   (6) 

where outHE  and outVE  denote the horizontal and vertical 

components of the outE .  

The graphical representation of the PE
 

vector’s 

decomposition as well as the projection of PHE  and PVE
 

components into vector A  is presented in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. The graphical representation of the EP vector’s decomposition 

into vertical (EPV) and horizontal (EPH) linear components as well as the 

projection of EPH and EPV components into vector A to obtain the vector 

Eout of the light emerging from the analyzer. 

 Finally, we can conclude that Malus Law equation can 

be obtained as an effect of the interference of two linearly 

polarized waves ( outHE  and outVE ) with the same 

polarization states (represented by vector A ), different 

amplitudes (dependent on the quantities P  and A ) and 

the same phases. 

 

It is easy to show that all linear polarization states can 

be represented also as a combinations of two circularly 

polarized states with opposite circularity and the same 

excitation coefficients. The azimuth angle of the 

decomposed linear state will depend on the mutual phase 

difference between circular states – the quantity we are, 

after all, looking for. As a consequence, finally we have 

proposed to choose as the desired base two circularly 

polarized polarization states:  i,12/1ˆ R  (right-

handed) and  i ,12/1L̂  (left-handed). Letter i  

denotes an imaginary unit. Now the vector of the light PE   

emerging from the polarizer and falling on the analyzer 

can be written as:  

 

    PLPRPP

PPP

ii EELR

LLERREE





ˆexpˆexp

ˆˆ,ˆˆ,


   (7) 

 

where PRE  and PLE  denote the right-handed and left-

handed components of  vector, respectively. Inserting Eq. 

(7) into Eq. (5) one can obtain the following formula in 

this case: 
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outRoutR

PAPAout ii

EE

AAE



  expexp

                      (8) 

where outRE  and outLE
 
denote the right-handed and left-

handed components of the outE , respectively. Thus we 

can conclude that the Malus Law equation can be obtained 

again as an effect of the interference of two linearly 

polarized waves with the same polarization states 

(represented by vector A ) – only this time the component 

waves have the same amplitudes but different phases 

(dependent on P  and A  difference). These phases (or 

rather their difference) can be interpreted as a geometric 

phase; it depends only on mutual orientation of the 

polarizer and analyser azimuth angles ( P  and A ). 

Again, for clarity, the graphical representation of the PE
 

vector’s decomposition as well as the projection of PRE  

and PLE  components into vector A
 
is presented in Fig. 

3. Unfortunately, this graphical visualization is not as 

clear as in the previous case (see Fig. 2) due to the 

difficulties in presenting the circle vectors PRE  and PLE  

(in fact, we can draw only their amplitudes and there is no 

simple way to present their mutual phases). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The graphical representation of the EP vector’s decomposition 

into right-handed (EPR) and left-handed (EPL) circular components as 

well as the projection of EPR and EPL components into vector A to 

obtain the vector Eout of the light emerging from the analyzer. 

The traditional approach assumes that the observed 

intensity changes of the light passing through a system of 

the linear polarizer and analyser with a variable angular 

orientation can be interpreted as an effect of the analyser’s 

eigenwaves attenuation. Our new description assumes that 

we can explain the above-mentioned changes in light 

intensity using interferometry concepts. This approach 

means that we resigned from the eigenwave’s description 

of the analyser’s behaviour and instead proposed a 

decomposition of the incident light polarization state into 

two different new bases. The first base choice, linearly 

polarized, allows interpreting Malus Law as interference 

of two linearly polarized waves with the same polarization 

state, different amplitude and the same phase. The second 

decomposition, using circularly polarized vectors as a 

base, leads to the description in which Malus Law can be 

interpreted as interference of two waves with the same 

amplitude but different phase. This allows us to introduce 

the concept of the geometric phase into Malus Law. To 

sum up, we have described the analyzer as an element 

realizing the interference of two waves which are the 

components of the wave leaving the polarizer. 
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